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European Offshore Wind Financing Market
The European offshore wind financing market has developed extensively from 2006 onwards.

The preliminary financings have been corporate
based semi financing structures, while from 2014
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onwards project financing structures taking pre-construction & construction risk has evolved.
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Onshore wind

After 2010’s 20-50% of new installed capacity is financed by Project Finance.

In 2016 33% new asset financing for offshore is done via non-recourse project financing amounting
to 18.2 billion Euro
Today all common financing structures are being
used such as:

Investor equity: Institutional and Financial
Investor or Infrastructure Fund based structures

Corporate financing: Corporate lines depending on a Producer or Contractor Balance Sheet

Project Bond: Bond structures for offshore
wind financings.

Project financing: Traditional project financing structures customized for offshore wind
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Looking at the Turkish market, from the development
of onshore wind and financing wind energy, it is wise
to conclude that the first structures, would be based
mainly on project financing. Since the offshore wind
sources will be auctioned to corporates, corporate financing will be in picture for developmental phases,
but the continuous financing need would be covered
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with project finance structures, evolving from the
onshore wind finance methodologies. Our aim is to
explain the European offshore wind project financings, mainly focusing on the European market, which
is much more developed in terms of source-MW and
debt capacity. The common project financing structures would set an example on the Turkish market.
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Project Finance Structures for Offshore Wind
Offshore Wind Project Financing will be analyzed in
this memo, in facets of risk analysis, project contra-

cts, loan terms & conditions, and financial covenants.
Risk analysis & mapping should include technology,
construction, operation & weather.

Project Risk Analysis in Offshore Wind
Looking at Offshore Wind Projects, technology, construction and operational risks are the main risk factors,
although sales/price risk is also inherent in all energy
financings, offshore models include a long-term feed-in-tariff or PPA agreement to offset this risk. The
term of the sales agreement should be covering at least 10-20 years of operation. It should be noted that
such price risk mitigation is compulsory for financing
offshore wind, since it is a much more complex project financing, and bankability is widely affected by
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price risk in the models. The price risk is not mainly
volume risk, but as the details suggest it is price risk,
surely affected by wind measurements, wake impacts, positioning of turbines and MW of turbines to be
used in the structure.

Offshore wind financing should work hand in hand
with the below projects characteristics:

The price level to be negotiated in the bid process of
the Turkish Offshore Wind Tender will set the base for
financial model. As an initial price level, it would be
viable not to expect levels much lower than the current upper limit of 80 USD MW

• higher operating risks
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• high development costs
• newer technologies

• longer lead times
• higher ratio of capital costs to operating costs
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Construction Risk
The construction risk is included Engineering, Procurement, Construction & Installation phases. Even
though a single contract for risk mitigation is common on onshore wind models, for offshore wind, the
market is not keen on presenting an extensive single
wrap, because of the inflated costs and different specialization needed in the construction period.

It is common to have multi-contracting with 5-10
contracts in average for construction period works.
Especially installation and logistics are more critical
for offshore wind project management, along with
grid availability and connection construction works.
Although recent examples in the European market,
have evolved, in single or dual contract structures,

the initial development phase in Turkey would be
also appropriate to assume a multi-contracting structure where the project finance market mainly depends on different contracts to minimize costs, even in
onshore wind. The construction period can be assumed between 2-3 years, but the weather risks affect
the period and budget extensively.

Equity

The complex construction creates a need for a contingency cost up to 10-20% in offshore wind cost budgeting, that needs to be considered in calculating
financing needs. Complex construction, adverse
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weather, accidents all require contingency budgeting and even contingency budget insurance. Technology risk should be mainly guaranteed by parent
company, through back to back arrangements with
turbine manufacturers.
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FIGURE 9
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Operation Risk
In offshore wind operations main risks arise due to
component risks. In addition, although the market
provides loss of earnings insurance for onshore wind
projects, the insurance products for offshore in not
widely existent. The O&M contractor should be guaranteeing the operational efficiency through a longterm O&M service agreement.
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Regulatory Risk
In Europe uncertainty in regulatory framework is
currently low with the history behind the offshore
wind developments. The Turkish model needs stable

framework for a long term. Altough the tender is
published many different regulations and certainties
are needed for analyzing regulatory risk.
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(You can read the continuum of the article on specific financing details and suggestions for the Turkish Project Financing market in the next issue.)
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